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Differentiated Instruction: What is it? 

 
“Differentiated instruction is doing what’s fair and developmentally appropriate for 

students. It’s a collection of best practices strategically employed to maximize students’ 

learning at every turn, including giving them the tools to handle anything that is 

undifferentiated.” 

     -Rick Wormeli  

 

 

� Differentiated instruction includes: 

� Teaching with student variance in mind; start where your students are.  

� A teacher’s effort to respond to variances among the learners in their classroom. 

� Consider these four elements: 

� CONTENT: What the students are learning. 

� PROCESS: What activities students are engaged in while learning. 

� PRODUCT: The completed activities that show learning has occurred. 

� LEARNING ENVIRONMENT: How your classroom works and feels (a challenge 

for the elementary music teacher; every environment will be slightly different from 

class to class). 

Ah, the recorder. Our students often eagerly await the arrival of this instrument, and the honeymoon 

period is short and not so sweet. While some children take to the instrument immediately, others struggle 

from the first note played. How can we cater to the wide variety of their needs on this instrument, while 

still continuing our lessons and following our curriculum? 

Differentiated instruction allows the music teacher to meet the needs of all their students using a full 

toolbox of ideas and teaching strategies. 
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� Readiness: What is a student’s current preparedness to work? What is their already 

present knowledge, understanding, and skill? Work should be slightly above a 

student’s current level, with a system in place to help bridge the gap. 

 

How can I implement DI into my classroom? 
� Let’s start at the very beginning… 

� Have a clearly focused curriculum on information and understanding. 

� Have lessons, activities, and products designed to ensure students understand 

the curriculum. 

� Create interesting materials and tasks that seem relevant to your students. 

� Create a sense of joy and satisfaction in learning for each student. 

� Offer multiple formats for learning: whole-class, small group, individual. 

� Work to make yourself strong in ALL THREE. 

� When grouping, do so with purpose, with specific information that you know 

about your students (informal observations, conversations with grade level 

teacher and academic specialists, consulting IEPs, ARDs, etc.). 

� Student Interest: When grouping based on this topic, you have the advantage of the 

student’s attention.  

� Interest Centers: Locations in your classroom where students can find more 

information about a topic of their interest (music technology, music apps, information 

about the symphony, music memory, etc.), often during downtime, or if they finish an 

assigned task early. 

� Learning Centers: Centers with a collection of materials/activities that can 

teach/reteach, reinforce, or extend a student’s knowledge, understanding, and skills 

(solfege cards, rhythm cards, music glossaries, materials to notate known songs). 

� Learning Stations: Areas in the classroom that students visit on a set timetable to 

complete preset tasks (good for when you will have a substitute; allows students to 

reinforce already learned concepts while you are out). 
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A. Show words to song, learn by rote. 

B. Review solfege pitches (LSMRD); S identify Do-Re-Mi in song at the end of each 

phrase. 

C. Transfer to soprano recorder (SR).  

D. Use body percussion to learn barred instrument parts, transfer to instruments. 

E. Combine all instrument parts together, with some student autonomy in what parts 

they play. 

F. Another day…as a class, use body percussion assigned to Do-Re-Mi part that was 

identified in a previous lesson. 

G. In small groups, choose body percussion to assign to the three pitches; share out, 

combine with orchestration and SR from previous lesson. 

H. Evidence of DI: Whole class instruction, small-group work, back to whole-class work for final 

result. 
 

Interest Center: More information about the origins of the song, as well as extra verses. 

Learning Center: Key parts of the song, with SR recorder fingerings above. A score of 

the song for students to read through. 

Learning Station: Students identify fingerings for the rest of the melody as a recorder 

station. 
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A. Learn song. 

B. Explore 2-beat fruit cards. 

C. In groups, use fruit cards to create your own 8-beat repeated pattern. 

 -Speak/clap, letter/clap, letter/fingers, play 
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D. Share out in rondo form.eE. Elemental orchestration and recorder: Everyone can 

learn every part, but you can decide who should play which parts, based on what 

your students need. 

F. Evidence of DI:  

-For students who already have a strong grasp of SR-BAG, they can play up a third 

(SR-D’C’B). This will still keep them on recorder, while also providing an extra 

challenge to keep them engaged.  

-What part of the melody is easiest to play on recorder? For students who are 

comfortable with BAG, but not ready for the upper register, they can identify the 

pitches in the melody and play it on SR. 

-For students who are still struggling with SR-BAG, choose fruit cards with simpler 

rhythmic units; this will allow them to focus on the technical skill required for the 

recorder. 

 

I’ve Been to Haarlem 

 
 

A. Students echo Teacher short solfege passages, eventually shaped into melody.  

B. Learn mixer game that goes with the song. 

C. On another day…review song, pat pulse while singing; identify rhythmic elements, 

focusing on first beat. 

D. Discuss three sounds on one beat, identify/label ti-tika (musical surgery!). 

E. As a class, create 8-beat rhythm pattern using at least one ti-tika. Discuss ways to 

differentiate the task for an individual group. 

F. In small groups, use rhythm cards to create your own rhythms (Sp/Cl x2, Sp/Pl x2). 

G. Based on how you have decided to group your students, assign them to instruments 

that are suited to your lesson objectives. 

-For example, if your goal is for students to have time practicing on specific 

instruments, create a group that needs more time with barred instrument technique, 

one that needs more time with small percussion technique. Maybe you create two 
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recorder groups: one that needs more time focusing on the basic pentatonic scale 

(BAGED), another that needs an elevated challenge (E’D’BAGED). 

H. Evidence of DI: 

-Whole group, small group, whole group instruction 

-Grouping with thought based on student need and lesson objective 

-Create rhythm cards packages with different options that cater to your students’ 

needs. 

-Active monitoring of group work, and modifying tasks as deemed appropriate.  

 

  

 
 

A. Start with a hook! Anticipatory sets help to raise the level of student interest in what 

they are learning. 

B. Students learn melody by rote.  

C. Add stick game.  

D. This piece provides an excellent opportunity to explore on alto and tenor recorder. 

Students are still focusing on fingering technique, but also learning on a new 

instrument. They also have the opportunity to hear the beginning of recorder 

ensemble (which will make them feel pretty cool; student interest!) 
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E. Evidence of DI: 

-The melody is more challenging to play on soprano recorder. However, we all have 

those students who love recorder and crave a challenge! 

-The alto part stays on one note, and allows students who are still struggling on the 

instrument to still push their skill by playing it on a different instrument. 

-The tenor part can move up to D’ or down to D, depending on what the student 

need is. 

 

 

Remember: There is NO RECIPE for Differentiated Instruction 
� FREQUENTLY reflect on the match between your classroom and the philosophy of 

teaching and learning that you want to practice. 

� Create a mental image of what you want your classroom to look like, especially 

across different grade levels and class type (i.e. collaborative classrooms) 

� Prepare your students for the DI setting: why you’re doing it, how it will function, and 

what they can do to help. 

� Create management routines: directions, how students can function in your room, 

what to do when done with given tasks. 

� Go over routines carefully, their intended effectiveness, have discussions with your 

students, and fine tune them together. 

� Take time off from the changes you have made to assess how they are going. 

� Build a support team with other music teachers in your district and teachers on your 

campus (to discuss the needs of specific students) 

� ENJOY YOUR GROWTH!! ☺ 
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